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We introduce an increasing set of classes k, (0 G a s 1) of infinitely divisible (Ld.) distributions 
on {0, 1,2, , , .}, such that r0 is the set of all compound-geometric d stributions and & the set of ~11 
compound-Poisson distributions, i.e. the set of till i.d. distributions on the non-negative integers. 
These classes are defined by recursion relations imilar to those introduced by Katti 14) for r, and 
by Steutef 7] for I& These relatians can be regarded as generalizations of those defining the 
so+alled renewal sequences (cf. [!!I and [2]). Several properties of i.d. distributions now appear as 
special cases of properties of the rUpc 
nite divisibility tattk distributions Renewal sequent 
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sequence of non-negative r, or rh, satisfying .C r,l(pz l~orCr:;<l,by(l.l)or 
(1.2) uniquely determines a distribution (p,} that is compound-Poisson or
compound-geometric. Theequations (1.2) have the same structure as the equations 
defining the so-called renewal sequences (cf. [S]). 
In this paper we consider a set of classes of id. distributions, that contains the 
classes defined by the Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as special cases. For 0 G a 6 1 we 
define the class r. as follows. 
Deihidon 1.3. A distribution {p,}; on the non-negative integers, with po >O, 
belongs to r’, iff there exist r,,(a) a 0 (n = 0,Y 2,. . .) such that 
cn(a)pn+l = (n=0,::,2 ,... ); 
k-0 
the r,,(a) then satisfy 
(13) . 
(14) l 
The quantities en(a), which will be specified in Section 2, are supposed to have the 
following properties. 
c,(O)= 1, c”(l)= n+l (19 =0,1,2,...) 
c,(a) is non-decreasing in both n and a. 
(1% . 
Rem~k. The concluding statement of Definition 1,3 (see also Theorem 1.1) can be 
proved as follows: 
If c(a):= lim ndor,cn (a) is finite, then (see also Theorem 1.2) 
&(a)< c(a). 
0 
(1 a) . 
For given cm(a) the sequences (pn} and {m(a)}, satisfying (1.4) or (l.@, determine 
each other uniquely by means of (1.3). Clearly, r. is the class of compound- 
geometric distributions and 1; the class of all i.d. distributions. It is well&nown (see 
e*g. [6, p. 3201 and [2]) that 
r&r,. (1 ) .7 
In order to obtain a classification of the i.d. distributions on the non-negative 
integers, we wish to choose the c,Ca) such that 
F,JZF~ if a<@ (OQIPC~; O</Ml), (1.8) 
and we shall say that in this case the c,(a) satisfy (1.8). The main result of this paper 
is that this can be done, and, in fact, that the choice 
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l_ a”+’ 
dd= l_,ac (OGcy Gl; n =0,1,2 ,... ), 
with, of course, c,(l) ==: n + 1, produces classes T, satisfying (1.8). ‘We prove several 
properties of the fa, some of which are generalizations of well-known properties of 
id. distributions. We exhibit examples of distributions {p,} such that {p,) F r* for 
o! a (~0 and {p,} e rcr for a < cyo, and we prove: th;at Uoel for is dense in &. 
We shall frequently use (probability) generating functions ((p.)g.f.‘s), and we 
adopt the following notational conventions, The g.f.‘s of {a,}, {6,}, . . . are denoted 
by A(z),B(z),..., those of {m(ar)} and {cn(cy))~ by R,(Z) and CJz). Clearly, f(z) 
and C!(z) converge for 1 z 1 C I, whereas. R,(z) has a positive radius of con- 
vergence for every choice of ttt k,,, tind ’ is eonver!;ent for 1 z I< 1 if (p,) E ra, which 
will also be denoted by P t Il. 
As we consider only distributions on the non+egative integers with positive mass 
at 0, we use the term distribution in that sense. 
For full proofs, details, examples and courlterexamples we refer to [3]. For 
general information on i.d. distributions we refer to [1, chapter XII] and (6, 
Chapter 51. 
2. The choice of c,(a) 
Clearly, there are many sequences {c,,(ar)} satisfying (1.5). The most ob *iaus 
candidates, however, do not satisfy (1.8). We mention four of those, which, to s-mid 
confusion, we denote by ~:(a!). The following simple choices violate (1.8), as may 
be seen from counterexamples (cf. [3]). 
c*n(ar)= l+cyn, 
c”,(a) = (n + lr, 
cz(a)=(l+arn)o. 
Rather more sophisticated, one may try to interpolate between the g.f.‘s Co(z) = 
(1 - z)-* and C,(t) = (1 - z)-~, e.g. by C:(z) = (1 - z)-l-p. This yields 
c:(a)= 
a+?8 ( > n 9 
which somehow seems an attractive choice, but, unfortunately, also *violates (1.8). 
We finally tried 
C*(z) = (1 - z)-‘(1 - art)-*, (2 1) . 
corresponding to 
1 __ *“+I 
c,O=ei~ (0 S cy G l ; n = 0, 1,2, . . .), 
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with c,,(l) = n + 1. We shall prove in Section 3 that the C&Y) given by (2.2) satisfy 
(1.8) (we note in passing that {c b(ar)} with C$(z) = (I - r)“(l- a~)-~ does not). 
The classes IT= as defined by (1.3) are now determined by the condition that the 
r,,(a), for a given distribution {pa} defined by 
l-an+* 
1-a pm+1 _ = $pn-x(4, (2 3) . 
should be non-negative, in which case xb r,, (ar ) < (1 - a )-I if QI < 1 (cf. (1.6)). 
Equivalently, taking g.f.‘s, R, determined by 
should be absolutely monotone (a.m.). We state this as a lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. P F I'a iff R, is a.m., i.e. if I- P(m)/ P(z) is a.m. (0 6 cy c 1). 
If at = 0 OP QI t 1, we can solve (2.4) for P(z), and obtaan the we&known 
representations for r0 and IJ (see [l, p. 2901 and [7, p. 841). 
Lemma 2.2. P E G iff P is of the form 
with 0 e p e 1, and where Q is a p.g.f. with Q(0) = 0. 
Lemma 2.3. P E ZJ if P is of the form 
P(z) = exp[h{Q(z)- I}], 
with A > 0, and where Q is a p.g.fi with Q(0) = 0. 
(2 6) l 
3. The mbnotonieity of ra 
As a first step we prove that 
IXfl (Oael). 
Theorem 3.1. If {pn)E I& then {pm} is id 
Boof. From (2.4) it follows that 
P(tYz) 
‘@)= l-(l-+R,(r)’ 
(3 1) . 
(3 2) . 
and iterating this equation we obtain 
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with nk = (1- a)&?,(a”)and C&(z) = zR,(&)/R,(ak). It iseasily verified that 
the product in (3.3) is absolutely convergent for 1 z 1 G 1. Therefore, 10 is the limit of 
a sequence of products of p.g.f.‘s in K, CT1 (see (1.7)), and hence P E r,. 
We state the analogue of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 as a corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let 0 G a! c 1. Then P E F+.. iff P is of the form 
with 0 s p C 1, and where Q is a p.g$ with Q(0) = 0. 
We now turn to the general theorem. The proof is fairly Gmple, but rather hard 
to find. We shall need the following lemma, which easily follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 3.3. If P E rl, then P(z)/P(yz) is a.m. for OS y s 1. In fact, 
P(y)P(z)/P(yz) is a p.g.fi in rl. 
Theorem 3.4. r, C rp (0 G cy C p G 1). 
Prgob. We have to show (cf. Lemma 2.1) that, if 0 s a! < p C 1 and if R, is a.m., 
then RB is a.m. To do so we rewrite (2.4) as 
z(l- a)R,(z) = 1- P(W)/?‘(Z). 65) 
Now from (3.5) we subtract he same equality with z replaced by pz, and we obtain 
or, equivalently , 
the right-hand side of which is symmetric in Q! and p. So, equating the left-hand side 
of (3.6) and the same expression with a and 63 interchanged, we get, after a simple 
rearrangement, 
R,(z)- ~&44 = I_p p@) ’ -a O (R,(z)- PRa(/3z)}. (3.7) 
By hypothesis R, is a.m., and henc:e R,(z) - PRJPz), with coefficients 
m(a)@ - pn+*), is a.m. By Lemma 3.3, and (3.1) P(/Sz)/P(az) is a.m., and 
therefore Rp(2)- &R&z) is a.m., i.e. rJ(B)(l- *“+l)>O (n = 0,1,2, l . .). It 
follows that r,,(p) 2 0 (n = 0,1,2,. . .), anld the theorem is provedl. 
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Looking somewhat more precisely at the identity (3.7) one easily proves the 
following. 
Corolltary 3.51. If for a given distribution R, is a.m., and if CY < /3 G 1, then 
l-a! 3-pn+1 
r.(P)a,-p 1_,*n+l m(a) (~:=091,2,*..)* 
We restate Theorem 3.4 as a property that generalizes a property of renew’al 
sequences proved in [2]. 
CorolIaFy 3.6. If for a given distribution {p,} the quantities r&u), for a fixed a 
(0 s a c 1) defined by 
(l+ar+ . . . + &)pm+* = j$ pkh-k(a) (n = O,LL49 (3~) .', 
k=O 
are all non-megative, then also the quantities r&I) defined by (3.8), with ac replaced 
&y @, are non-negative for all p with QC < /3 G 1. 
Goldie’s result in [2] is obtained by taking a! = 0 and /3 = 1. 
4. Properties of ra 
The following theorem generalizes a well-known property of Fn. 
Theorem 4.1. For 0 S a s 1 the class rm is closed under weak convergence, i.e. [)’ 
P, E l’T= (n = 1,2,. . .), and if lim,,,P,(z) = P(z) is a p.g.f., then P E Pa. 
Proof. For ar = 1 the theorem is known (cf. Id]). From (2.4) it foYIows that if P, --, P, 
then R,, + R, (0 s Q! < 1). As absolute monotonicity is preserved under point- 
wise convergence, R, is a.m‘,, and hence P E lYa by Lemma 2.1. 
Next we state some properties of r=, which are well known, or trivial, when aIll 
r-classes are replaced by &. 
Theorem 4.2, For 0 G cu < 1, 
(i) if P t rol, then, P(yt)f P(y) t r* (0 G y s 1); 
(ii) if P t Pm, then Py E ra. (0 s y s 1); 
(iii) if P E I’& then 
P~~(~) := *fi P(yka)lP(yk) E ry 
k=O 
( .1/n e a - ysl; n = 1,2, . . .); 
(ivj if P E ra, then P,,(r) : ==: P(~)IT(z)PP(~z)E~, (0s;~ G 1); 
(Q) P tiz ra iff Pa(Z) := P(~~).P(Z)/P(CEZ) e ro. 
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Proof. (i) follows directly from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that if A(z) is a.m., then 
A (yz) is a.m. 
(ii) The derivative of 1 - (P(cuz)/P(z))y can be written as 
u{P(r)lP(~z)Y~& - P(cYz)lP(r)}. (44 
By Lemma 3.3 we know that ~?(a)P(z)/P(az)E rl and hence 
(P(a)P(t)/P(az)}‘-’ E rl, and hence is a.m. The second factor in (4.1) is a.m. by 
hypothesis, and (ii) follows by Lemma 2.1. 
(iii) In order to use Lemma 2.1 again we calculate 1 - P,&z)/P,,,(z) = 
1- P(y”z)/P(z), which is a.m. by hypothesis for y” = cy, and hence by Theorem 3.4 
for y n > cy. 
(iv) We use Lemma 2.1 again, so we have to prove that 
I- P,(ar)lP,(z) = {P(yz)lP(ayr)}(l- a,)z{R&)- YRP(Jff)) 
is a.m. This follows easily from Lemma 3.3 and the absolute monotonicity of R,. 
(v) We calculate Ro,a (i.e. R. corresponding to Pa), and get 
Ro&) = (I- a)R&), 
i.e. Ro,, is a.m. iff R, Is a.m. and so (v) follows, 
W!: conclude this section by proving that U oSacsl~a is dense in rl in the sense of 
weak convergence. 
Theorem 4.3. If P E rl, then there exists an increasing sequence {cy,, }y, with cy, + 1, 




Proof. We prove the theorem for 0 G z s 1; it is then easy to extend the result to 
1 z 1 G 1. As (4.2) is trivial for z = 1, we take z E [0, 1). Now, let P E ZJ, then by 
Lemma 2.3 
P(t) = exp[A{Q(+ l)]- (4 3) . 
Take cy,, = I - l/n”, and for n > A define PI, by 
k=:O l-A/nc?(a!k,z)’ 
By Theorem 4.2 (iii) we know that P, E ra,. We rewrite P,, as 
where it is not difficult (cf. [3] for details) to prove that e&(n) = 0(1/n) riniformily in 
Ic. It follows that Pn(t)-, P(z) as given by (4.3). 
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5. Examples 
We list a number of examples. The proofs of the following statements are simple, 
and are therefore omitted (cf. [3]). 
2. I-pl-py~ l-p2 1-pyz 
I+6 
3. JzE fz r, 
( > l-p2 
ra ifif a 3 y 
(0 SaSl;yt=1,2,...), 
(Oq7Cl;O~y~l). 
(E >o;o<p < l;O%Sa! < 1). 
4. I-pl-pylI-W*Er .(OS y,Gl;OS yzSl*cu Bmax(y yz); 1-pz 2 -py1z l-pyrynz a 9 
0:; < 1). 
5. exp{A(z - 1)) SE ror (A >O;OSa Cl). 
6. If P(t) is such that &,(z) = 1, then P E r, iff a 3 ao. Distribultions of this 
type have been used in [3] to construct counterexamples to condition (1.8). 
7. Let po= a/(1 + a) and pn = W{(l+a)bn} for nal, with a>O, b= 
- Iog(1 - 6) and 0 < 8 C 1. Then 
lBn)E K2 
2 iff ab a--- l+a (0 G a G 1). 
This can be proved by induction using (2.3). This example has also been considered 
in [4] and in [731 where it is nloted that pn is lsg-convex for ab a 2. 
6. Concluding remarks 
A more trivial classification orf rl, with properties similar to those of k*a, is 
obtained by considering the clazries A, defined for 0 G af < UJ as fohows: 
PEA, iff P(z)= (T$&jlU~ 
for some p with 0 G p < 1 and !iome p.g.f. Q with Q(0) = 0. 
Most of the properties of the 1: can be extended to similar classes; of general (i.e. 
not necessarily lattice) distributions on [0, ~a). Results of this kind will bt: published 
elsewhere. 
ft would be interesting to knothI whether other choices for c,(a) exist, satisfying 
(1.5) and (1.8), especialIy whether there are such that also satisfy c,, (cu) - PP 
(n +q* 
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The solutions of the equations (2.3), with given r, (a!), non-negative and satisfying 
(1.4) or (1.61, may be regarded as generalized renewal sequ;nces. It may be possible 
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